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Fitness Center Study Guide 
 

1.    Body Types 

•ENDOMORPH:A large, soft bulging body and a pear-shaped appearance., High percentage of body fat, Short neck 

•Large abdomen, Wide hips, Round, full buttock, Short, heavy legs 

•MESOMORPH:A solid, muscular, and large-boned physique., Firm, well developed muscles, Large bones, Broad shoulders.  
Muscular arms, Trim waist, Muscular buttocks, Powerful legs 

•ECTOMORPH:A slender body and slightly build., Small bones, Thin muscles, Slender arms and legs, Narrow chest,  * Round 
shoulders, Flat abdomen, Small buttocks 
_________________________________________________________________ 
2.  Together, muscle, bone and fat make up what is called your body composition. 
3.  Define and distinguish the differences between “overweight” and “obesity.” 
4. Overweight - Exceed the desirable body weight by more than 10 percent, according to the height and weight charts. 
5.  Obesity - having an excessive amount of body fat. 
 
6.  A calorie is defined as what?   Is a measure of energy the body is able to produce from food. 
 
7.  List the three key factors to weight control. 

•Diet= changing caloric intake. 

•Exercise = changing caloric output. 

•A combination of diet and exercise. 
 
8. To maintain your body weight, you must simply………?  Your caloric intake should be the same as you average daily caloric 
output.  In other words, you have to consume as many calories as your body burns. 
 

FLEXIBILITY & warm up & cool down 
1.  Flexibility is the ability to move the body’s JOINTS through a FULL range of motion.  
2.  It is important to MAINTAIN flexibility on a regular basis: 
3.  Immediate benefits of a flexibility program includes: 
      -REDUCED injuries.   -Relief from SORENESS and STIFFNESS after workouts. –  
       - Relief from EMOTINAL TENSION and helps you RELAX. 
4.  In order to achieve real improvements, you should engage in a deliberate program either SEPARATLY or as a part of your WARM-
UP or COOL-DOWN.  
5.  Two types of stretching recommended in the video are STATIC and DYNAMIC STRETCHING. 
  A.  STATIC STRETCHING IS = stretching muscles beyond normal range of motion and holding the stretch for 15 - 30 seconds. 
  B.  DYNAMIC STRETCHING = slow continuous and controlled movement. 
 
6.  Two types of stretches not recommended in the video are BALLISTIC and ISOSTATIC STRETCHING. 

•A.  BALLISTIC STRETCHING = A bouncing motion that doesn’t allow your muscles to tell you it’s stretched too far. 

•B.  ISOSTATIC STRETCHING = Using a partner to stretch you beyond normal range of motion. 
 
7.  BENEFITS OF WARMING UP: It helps to make you feel like exercising. It increases the blood supply to your muscles and joint 
tissues., It creates heat in the muscles and joint tissues which makes them more flexible and resistant to injury.  It increases the 
heart rate slightly. Warming-up raises the core body temperature., Warm-ups should last 5 to 10 minutes and should incorporate 
stretching of large muscle groups. 
 
 8.  BENEFITS OF COOL-DOWN!!!!!!!  It helps to prevent blood from pooling in the muscles you were using, If you do not cool-down, 
less blood will return to your heart and you may feel light-headed, nausea,  and pass-out, It prevents some muscle soreness from 
developing after exercise, After you’ve reached and maintained your heart rate level, it is important to recover gently.  The cool-
down reduces the pulse.  It returns the blood to the heart insufficient quantities to rid the muscles of lactic acid.  

 
 

PRINICIPLES OF TRAINING 
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1.  Principles of training = the body becomes stronger and functions better if increase demands are placed upon it. 
2. Overload = Do more than what you normally do. 
 
F . I . T. T 
F =Frequency      I =Intensity     T= time   T =Type 

•1.  Frequency = How often you are exercising.     (5 to 6 times a week) 

•2.  Intensity = How hard you are working out. 

•3.  Time = How long you are working out. 

•4.  Type = The type of exercise you do. 

•***as time increases -> intensity decreases  

•               -> vice versa **** 
 
PROGRESSION AND SPECIFICITY 

•B.  Progression = Body adapts to exercise; One must increase either intensity or time. 

•C.  Specificity = specific exercises for each area of health related fitness.   
 
WHAT ARE THE FIVE COMPONENTS OF HEALTH RELATED FITNESS 

•1.  FLEXIBILITY = The ability to move a body part through a full range of motion. 

•2.  CARDIOVASCULAR FITNESS = The heart, lungs, and blood vessels ability to send fuel (O2) to the bodies tissues. 
•3.  MUSCULAR STRENGTH = The ability to exert force against resistance.  

•4.  Muscular Endurance = the ability of muscles to work for an extended period of time. 

•5.   Body Composition = the amount of fat, muscle, bone, and tissue in the body.  
 

CARDIOVASCULAR FITNESS 
 

1. Active people have less heart disease and are less likely to die form a heart attack than inactive people. 
2. The heart muscle gets stronger as you participate in cardiovascular activity, thus works more efficiently because it is able to 

pump out more blood with each beat. 
3. What are 6 risk factors associated with heart attacks that can be controlled? 

* High Level of Cholesterol   * Stress and Tension  *  Smoking  *inactivity *obesity  *diet 
      4.  What is the primary cause of cardiovascular disease? 

•It is the buildup of fatty deposits on the inner walls of the arteries; this makes the artery pathways smaller and restricts the 
flow of blood. This causes high blood pressure and may lead to a heart attack or stroke.  

 
Monitoring the Heart: 
1.  What is your pulse caused by? The pressure of the blood on the artery wall, and it corresponds to your heart beat. 
2.  What are the best locations for measuring your pulse? Carotid and Radial Arteries 
3. How do you measure your resting heart rate?  Your pulse should be taken while you are in a sitting or laying position. Take your 
pulse for one minute.  It should be with in 50 - 100 beats for one minute.  (50 -70 beats is best) 
4.   When do you need to take the recovery heart rate?  You take your pulse after the exercise session to determine your recovery 
heart rate. 
 
5. Aerobic and anaerobic activity 

•Aerobics = Means with oxygen and involves activities that can be performed for at least fifteen minutes without gasping to catch 
your breath. 

•Anaerobic = Means (without oxygen) Activity is performing at a pace which uses oxygen faster than the body can replenish it. 
 
6.  DEFINE CARDIOVASCULAR FITNESS. 

•THE BODIES ABILITY TO PROVIDE OXYGEN CONTINOUOUSLY TO MUSCLES AS WORK IS PERFORMED OVER AN EXTENDED PERIOD OF 
TIME.  THEY WORK TOGETHER IN PROVIDING MUSCLES WITH NECESSARY OXYGEN.   

•AS AIR IS BREATHED IN, THE BLOOD PICKS UP OXYGEN FROM THE LUNGS AND CARRIES IT TO THE HEART. 
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7.   THE HEART IS A REMARKABLE MUSCLE THAT ACTUALLY SERVES AS TWO PUMPS. 

1. THE VENTERICLE ON THE LEFT SIDE OF THE HEART FORCE BLOOD CONTAINING OXYGEN THROUGHOUT THE BODY 
THROUGH ARTERIES. 

2. ARTERIES CARRY BLOOD AWAY FROM THE HEART. 
*****VEINS ALWAYS CARRY BLOOD TOWARD THE HEART. 

 
SQUARE DANCE 

 
1. What numbers are the head lead couples? 1 & 3 
2. Which side of the male does the female stand on? Right side 
3. At the beginning of each class we do the? Grand march 
4. What numbers are the side couples? 2 & 4 
5. What is this move called?  Start with facing your partner, move so you’re facing right shoulders, back to back, left shoulders, and end 

facing partner. 
6. What do you do at the end of each band?  

 
 
 

 

Name the following machines, tools and exercises: 
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